Abstract-In this paper we illustrate a compositional method for modeling the concurrent execution of working processes in flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) through a special class of Petri Nets that we call S 'PI?. In essence, this class is built from state machines sharing a set of places modeling the availability of system resources. The analysis of S ' P R leads us to characterize deadlock situations in terms of a zero marking for some structural objects called siphons. In order to prevent the system from deadlocks, we propose a policy for resource allocation based on the addition of new places to the net imposing restrictions that prevent the presence of unmarked siphons (direct cause of deadlocks). Finally, we present the application of this technique to a realistic FMS case.
I. INTRODUCTION HE present paper fits in the modeling and analysis of T Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS). In general, an
FMS is structured as a set of workstations, where products must be processed, and a flexible transport system, the goal of which is to load and unload the workstations. An FMS is built for the manufacturing of a set of different types of products. Every product follows a route through the set of system resources, according to a preestablished working plan. The sequence of operations performed in order to manufacture a product is what we call a working process (WP) . In a WP we distinguish the execution states. Every state groups a set of operations using the same set of resources (in the present work, we restrict to one the number of resources used at each state). A state of a WP can be reached, from a previous one, when the resource used by the operations performed in it is available. On the other hand, altemative sequences are allowed in a WP. By a system resource we mean an element of the system that is able to hold a product (for transport, operation, storage, quality control). The working processes in a FMS are executed concurrently, and therefore, they have to compete for the set of common resources. These relations of competition can cause deadlocks. Roughly speaking, a deadlock is a system state so that some working processes can never be finished. In our context, a deadlock situation is due to a wrong resource Manuscript received October 30, 1992; revised July 27, 1993 . This work was partially supported by the Spanish "Comisih Interministerial de Ciencia y Tecnologia" (CICYT), project TIC-9 IN354 and the Aragonese "Consejo Asesor de Investigacicin" (CONAI), project P  The authors are with the Departamento de Ingenieria Eltctrica e Informatica, Centro Politecnico Superior, Universidad de Zaragoza, Maria de Luna, 3, 50015 Zaragoza. Spain.
IEEE Log Number 940908 I . allocation policy. In fact, behind a deadlock problem there is a circular wait situation for a set of resources. When deadlock situations can arise in a system, it is important to characterize them in order to avoid the system to reach them (deadlock preventiodavoidance problem) or to recover the system from such situations (deadlock recovery problem).
We shall focus our attention on the deadlock preventiodavoidance problem. The goal of these approaches (prevention and avoidance) to the deadlock problem is to add to the system a control policy preserving the system from deadlock situations. But the way both approaches deal with the problem is different. The deadlock prevention approach establishes the control policy in a static way, so that, once established, we are sure that the system cannot reach undesirable deadlock situations. In [IO] , [ 171, 151, [6] different approaches of this kind may be found. The deadlock avoidance approach is different: at each system state, the control policy determines (on-line) which system evolutions, among the set of feasible ones, are the correct. In 1171, 191, [2] solutions of this kind have been adopted.
In our approach we have adopted Petri nets as a tool for modeling the dynamic behavior of the system. This tool has also been adopted in several papers related to the study of deadlock problems in FMS environments [ 171, [2] , 191, [6] . For a general class of Petri net models, in [ 171 both prevention and avoidance control policies are proposed. The first one is based on the net reachability graph, while the second one is based on a look-ahead procedure that searches for deadlock situations by simulating the system evolution for a preestablished number of steps. Due to the fact that the avoidance policy does not assure that deadlocks are not reachable, they propose to combine this policy with a deadlock recovery system. In [2] a deadlock avoidance algorithm is proposed for a class of Petri net models formed by a set of sequential processes (without alternatives in its execution) that use a resource in each state. The algorithm controls the input of new tokens in a model "zone", assuring that system evolutions are always possible. For the same class of models. Hsieh and Chang propose in [9] a different deadlock avoidance control policy based on the concept of Minimal Resource Requirement (minimal number of resources assuring the existence of a system evolution that allows to complete all the jobs in the system).
The Petri net models that we obtain from our systems belong to a particular class of nets that we call Systems of Simple Sequential Processes with Resources (S"PX). This class of models is a generalization of the one used in [2] , I74 lEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION. VOL. I I. NO 2. APRIL I Y Y S [9] since, considering that the use of resources is made in the same way, our working processes allow choices in their executions. In the present paper we study some properties of S" P R and we give a characterization of the liveness in terms of structural Petri net items (siphons). The liveness of a system means that each system action can be made in the future, no matter what system state has been reached. This result about S:3Pl? model analysis is the starting point for the definition of a control policy whose goal is the (total and partial) deadlock prevention. This control policy can be implemented by adding some new net elements (places and related arcs) to the initial S'PPR model. The intensive use of information from the net structure is one of the main differences with previous works in the literature on the topic of deadlock preventionlavoidance.
From the system model designer point of view, the modeling methodology resulting from the approach proposed in this paper consists of three phases: 1) Modeling of the FMS in terms of Petri nets. 2) Off-line analysis of the resulting S 3 P R in order to establish the control policy preventing deadlocks in the system. The proposed control policy is also implemented in terms of Petri net elements. 3 ) Automatic code generation for the controlled Petri net model in order to establish the on-line system control.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section I1 we present, in an intuitive way, how to model WP's sharing a set of resources in a FMS. The resulting Petri net models belong to the class of S,"PR. In Section 111 we recall the definitions of the main concepts related to Petri nets. The class of 5'' I'H is defined in a formal way in Section IV, where some interesting properties are shown. Some results on liveness analysis for this class of nets are presented in Section V. The definition and the correctness proof of a deadlock prevention control policy for S"PR is shown in Section VI. Section VI1 introduces an example of a flexible manufacturing system and illustrates the application of the previous control policy. Finally, some conclusions are presented in Section VIII.
AN INTUITIVE APPROACH TO A CLASS OF PETRI NET MODELS FOR FMS
In this section we introduce, in an intuitive way, some of the main concepts that will be used later on.
The modeling of working processes:
We have adopted Petri nets to model the dynamic behavior of the working processes. The use of the Petri net analysis theory will give us the techniques for checking interesting properties about the good behavior of the system and also some "hints" on how to avoid non desirable situations. Fig. I(b) shows a Petri net model of a working process corresponding to the manufacturing of a product in the robotized cell shown in Fig. I(a) toOB. f s } (a state is modeled by means of a place, represented by a circle) and six transitions modeling the changes between states (a transition is represented by means of a box). In the model, the description of the operations to be performed at each state has been omitted because this information is not relevant for the system control at the level of the resource allocation problem.
States i s and J s are considered as the "initial state" (the process has not started) and the "final state" (the process is finished).
In the previous model the resources used in the working plan execution are not represented. They can be modeled by means of places, the marking of which model the availability of the resource. In Fig. I(c) the model of the working process in Fig. I(b) is completed with the resource places used by the WP (places M 1 , 1\ 12 and A l 3 ) . The marking of n l . A12 and R models availability of both machines and the robot, respectively (we assume that each resource can hold only one product at a time).
Let us now specify which class of models and working processes we have considered. The constraints for these models are the following: 1) A working process describes the set of possible sequences of operations the system has to perform in order to manufacture a product. 2) A working process has an initial and a final state.
3) Choices are allowed in a working process, but iterations are not. However, if the number of iterations is a previously known constant, we can construct an equivalent sequence, as depicted in Fig. 2 . 4) Only one shared resource is allowed to be used at each state in a working process. The resource used in a state is released when the system moves to a next state. Two adjacent states cannot use the same resource.
5) Initial and final states do not use resources.
We can see that the model of a working process is a state machine plus a set of places modeling availability of resources. We call these places resources. For instance, in Fig. I(c) , places A l l . M 2 and R are resources. Taking into account the constraints imposed on the FMS under consideration, in Petri net terminology, a resource is a structural implicit place [3] . This means that if we have an arbitrarily large number of resources (i.e., the number of tokens in places representing resources is arbitrarily large), the marking of these places does not limit the concurrent processing of products, and then, these places can be removed (because they become implicit places).
At a given moment, in an FMS several identical processes can be executed concurrently. This fact can be modeled by means of a unique Petri net model for each type or family of identical processes, allowing this model to have as many tokens as instances of the identical processes being in execution. Each token models the execution of one process. For a working process, the number of processes (products) that can be concurrently executed (manufactured) depends on the capacity of the resources that they need to use. In order to model this feature, we can "collapse" the initial state and the final state places of the same working process model, so as to have "cyclic models". The new place generated will be called the "idle state" place. Therefore, we can interpret the initial marking of the idle place as the maximum number of products of the corresponding working plan that are allowed to be concurrently manufactured in the system (this number is determined by the system resource capacity). In an FMS several WP's can operate concurrently. In this case, the model evolve in such a way that every transition can always be fired in the future, or, in other words, every system activity (modeled by means of a transition) can ultimately be carried property means that every production process can always products in the system to be manufactured. the system behavior to a set Of initial marking of each one of these reSOurceS will be the maximal of the markings that (hey have in each wp model (we assume that each model is correct). The competition states so that, whichever state the system reaches, there is always a system evolution so that the treatment of each product can reach its final state.
relations among several WP's are modeled by the interaction on the common places.
Deadlocks and liveness: In a production system, a set of processes are executed concurrently and they share a set of common resources. Fig. 3 (c) shows a model of a system where two types of working processFs are executed. Places r l . r2. r 3 . r.4.7.5 model availability of resources. The global model is obtained by fusion of the common places in models in figures 3-a and b. In order to have a correct system behavior, it is desirable that each production order can finish; i.e., we have to impose that each process can reach its final state (places p and p' in Fig. 3 ). However, an incorrect control in the execution of the working processes can lead to deadlock situations, in the sense that a set of processes, at a given state, can never reach the final state. Let us consider, for instance, a state of the system in Fig. 3 (c) so that there are two tokens (products) in place b and one in place b'. It is clear that none of them can progress due to the fact that the resources they need to progreqs have been allocated and they are not available. A circular wait for resources 1.2 and r . 3 arises.
Let us now focus on the liveness in Petri net terminology. Liveness means that, for every reachable state, the model can
BASIC PETRI NET DEFINITIONS
In this section, the main definitions related to Petri net models are introduced in a very compact way. For a complete study of this subject, the reader is referred to [15] 
A marking is a mapping / I ) : P -IN; in general, we will use the multi-set notation for markings: 711, = ~l j E p ,rrt,(y).p.
When talking about a set of places 5 ' C P , m ( S ) =
C,,ts,rrt(p). The pair ( h r . 7 r t [ ) )
, where Af is a net and 7 The marking of places in PR models either the capacity of a resource to accept new parts or the number of non engaged copies of the considered resource. In the sequel we will call resource places to the elements of P, (in short, resources) . P is the set of state places. For a given state place p E P , the place 'rp E PR given by condition 3 in the definition models the resource used at this state. For a given 1' E PR, we will denote as H ( r ) = ( " T ) n P the set of holders of 7' (states that use r.). Condition 4 in the previous definition imposes that two adjacent states of a WP (both of them different from the idle state) cannot use the same resource. This is not a constraint, since from the liveness perspective, two adjacent states using the same resource can be collapsed into a unique state, preserving the behavioral properties of the net (see [ 151, [ 121) .
The definition of an S"I'l{ is a generalization of the concept of "production sequence" in [2] or "production Petri net model" in [9] . This generalization is due to the fact that in the S'PR models choices are allowed in the state machines modeling the flow of parts. The two special constraints imposed to the state machines in an S'P and the way the S 2 P R uses the set of resources is what gives the name "simple" to these processes. Now, we are going to introduce a class of initial markings for the S'PR class.
is called an acceptable inirial
The couple (N.?rjl,) is called a (acceptably) marked S'PR.
Notice that an acceptable marking assigns at least one token in the idle place (then, we assume that, initially, each copy -token-of each process is idle) and at least one token in every resource, i.e., there is at least a copy of every resource in the system. It is clear that if there exists a resource for which there is no copy, the system is not well defined, because it can have some production sequence that cannot be carried out. Note also that this marking is "greater or equal" than the "minimal resource requirement" as defined in [9] . In the sequel, when we talk about a marked S'PR, we will refer to an S 2 P R with an acceptable initial marking. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) two marked S 2 P R are shown. For instance, the different elements of the S'PR in Fig. 3(b) are the following:
We introduce now, recursively, the definition of a system Dejinition IV.4: A System of S ' P I I , S"Pl?, is defined
t ,~; = ( P I U I '~' U P I~, . F , ) .
; E { l . ' L } b e t w o S " P R
( # fl) and TI n T2 = fl (in which case we will say that , %' I and , V' are two coniposable S''PR); then, the net ,'if = ( P U P o U P,. T. F ) resulting of the composition of ,brl and A> via P,.
PR. T . F ) , we denote P" = {I;'}.
of S2PR, that we call S"PR.
recursively as follows:
as foIlows:
The meaning of the previous definition is clear: two S3 P R are composable when they share a set of resources, and then, their composition is defined as the composition of the two nets via a set of common places. We assume that shared resources have the same labels in both S'PR.
We introduce now the definition of an acceptable marking for an S"PR.
Dejinition IV.5: Let ,V be an S3 P R . (N, ,trio) is an ucceptably marked S'PR iff one of the two following statements is true:
The last condition concerns the initial marking of the shared resources in the composed model. This condition is quite natural if we have a set of partial and "correct" models that have to be composed in order to obtain the global model. In effect, the submodel of the global model corresponding to each working process ought to have enough resources ensuring the correct behavior of the isolated process. For instance, if the initial marking in an S 2 P R of a resource is k l , while in
, and both have to be composed, assuming that both models are correct, the composed system will have k2 copies of the resource. In the sequel, we denote by means of N = Of=l&'; the net defined as follows: i,fk = Given JV in this way, we denote Z.t,r = { 1. .... k } ; on the other hand, X I represents the S 2 P from which we form the S 2 P R ,v. In the sequel, when talking about a marked S"PR we refer to an S:'I'H with an acceptable initial marking. We present now some structural features of an S"PR that will be used later on.
we denote
is the set of minimal p-semiflows of .U. Moreover, this family forms one basis of the left anuller space of the flow matrix (1.
As an immediate corollary of the previous proposition we have that: each p-semiflow induces a token conservation law holding for each reachable marking. Moreover, given the special form of the p-semiflows and taking into account that the initial marking is acceptable, we can conclude that all p-semiflows are always marked. The following proposition states that a siphon not containing the support of any p-semiflow has, at least, two places modeling system resources. This property will be used later on. Let us consider now 'r E S n Pn; since H ( r )
Proposition

V. LIVENESS ANALYSIS OF S'PR MODELS
In this section we study some behavioral properties of S3PR's. We will see that the behavior of these systems is related to structural Petri net objects such as siphons. First of all, we will see that the special structure of our systems allows us to prove that an empty siphon, under a marking 'vi, is a necessary and sufficient condition for the net to have a dead transition. This characterization will be used later on to give a method to synthesize live models.
Previously we prove some technical lemmata that allow us to have a better understanding of our systems. Notation: Given a set S C T , by 1~1-y we denote the projection of the firing sequence cr with respect to the set X. The previous lemma states that if we apply a firing sequence from the initial marking and the net reaches a marking that enables a transition t, then there exists a firing sequence where no transition of a process in an idle state arises and which leads to a marking that also enables t. Proof: Straight forward from Lemma 1. The following corollary proves that if there is a reachable marking such that a transition is dead, then there exists a set of processes where some tokens cannot evolve any more. Note that I # 0, since, on the contrary, 7rr.g E R(N, r n ) , which is not possible because t is a dead transition for 7 n (Lemma 3). We denote H = I.,-\ I . From this marking, and moving only processes corresponding to indexes in I , and considering condition 3 of Definition I , the net reaches a marking ut,' E R(n/. rrr) verifying also condition 2 in the hypothesis, because on the contrary 7t1(J E R ( N : m), which is in contradiction with Lemma 3. Now, using the special structure of an S'I'R, we prove one of its main behavioral properties: if a transition is dead for a reachable marking, then a marking is reachable from it so that a siphon is empty. The basic idea behind the proof is the building of an empty siphon. This siphon is composed of two different sets of places the marking of which is 0: the unmarked resources and the unmarked holders of these resources.
Lemma
Theorem V.1: Let (,N'.m(]) be a marked S'PR, let ' r t~ E
R(N,m())
and let f E T be a dead transition for I n . Then, 3 rn' E R ( N . nt,), 3 S a siphon so that rt).'(S) = 0.
Pro($ Let us consider the marking 711' given in Corollary 2, and let Sn = { T E I'n I m'(7.) = 0} and S p = { p E H(r.) I 7' E S,. rn'(p) = 0). Then, defining S = Sn U Sp, we are going to prove that S is a nonempty unmarked siphon. Transition t is a dead transition for the shown marking, but the only S # 8: By contradiction. If 5' = 0, then SR = 0. This means that for all p E Z' such that rrr'(p) > 0 we have that for all t' E y e , 7 r / ' [ t ' ) . Therefore, the set of indexes I given in Corollary 2 is empty, which is not possible. This is immediate considering the way in which the places of SR and S p have been taken.
Let f' E ' S . Then, we have to consider two different cases.
m ' ( S )
S is a siphon:
t' E * T for r E S R :
Let { q } = 't' n P. If r r t ' ( q ) = 0, then q E S p , which implies that
which is in contradiction with Corollary 2. Let
which is not possible. Therefore, T' E S R , and
Since p E S p , then rJ1 E S R , and considering statement 3 in Definition 2,
The last result is not true in general Petri nets, as shown in 
Then, ( N , m u ) is live if, and only if, V rri E R(n/. rrto). V (minimal) siphon S. T r t ( S ) # 0
ProoJ ==+) if there exists 7r1 E R ( N . rrto) and a siphon S so that I n ( S ) = 0, then b'rrr' E R(,br. i n ) . rn'(S) = 0 (this a basic property of siphon\) and then, no output transition of S can be enabled any more. Therefore, the net is not live.
-+=) if no reachable marking leads to an empty siphon, by theorem 1 no transition can be dead.
VI. A CONTROL POLICY FOR DEADLOCK PREVENTION IN S ' P R MODELS
Let us suppose now that we have an S"PR model where some deadlock can arise. Our aim is to introduce into the system a control policy assuring that in the system evolution no deadlock situation is reachable. We define a control policy as the addition of new constraints to the system so that its initial behavior is restricted to a set of states that we consider as "good states", considering a good state as the one allowing the system to evolve without reaching a deadlock state. Fig. 3 with a wrong control policy.
Let us consider the S 3 P R shown in Fig. 3(c) . The marking
after the firing sequence tlt2tlt2/1't2' and it is a deadlock.
Analogously, the reachable marking rri2 = c + 2n' + r l + 2r2 + r5 + 2p + p' is also a deadlock. In this case, we can see that for ml the siphon SI = ( r 2 . r.3. c. c'} is empty, and that for rr12 the siphon 5'2 = {~3 , r3. d. b'} is also empty. Taking into account Corollary 3 we can ensure that if, by the addition of some control policy, no siphon can be emptied, then the controlled system is live. But this control has to be carried out carefully because, even if we guarantee that no siphon can become empty, we must also ensure that no new problem is introduced.
A "naive" control policy will try to evaluate the total number of tokens flowing for every transition and every minimal siphon that is the support of no p-semiflow. For instance, in the previous example, let us consider the transition t2. Its firing withdraws a token from siphon S1 and puts no token into it. Considering the system carefully, we can see that, for siphon SI, every withdrawn token is put into places b or b' and for all reachable marking in, it is verified that rr), ( b ) 
rnO ( SI ). SO, if for every reachable marking r r / ( h ) + 7 n ( h ' ) < T I / ,~, ( S , ) ,
we have that ~rr(S1) _> 1, and then, SI will never be empty. We can implement this ) (transitions tY and t3' withdraw one token each from siphon S1 and put two tokens into it). We make the same for siphons S2 = {!r3. $7. As a conclusion, we can say that we need to avoid not only markings with some empty siphon, but also the markings leading "inevitably" to other markings with empty siphons.
In the following, we present a control policy that added to an S'PR will allow us to guarantee that the final system is live. First of all, we introduce some notations.
Notation: Let N = (P. T , F ) be an S 2 P .
Let C be a circuit of N and let be two nodes of C.
We will say that :I: is previous to y in C if, and only if, there exists a path in C from :I: to 7 1 the length (given a circuit C, we denote )I { \cal C) 1) the set of nodes in it, and length(C) =I IlCll 1) of which is greater than 1 and does not pass over 1,". This fact will be denoted as :I: <c y . For instance, in the net in Fig. 3(c The following notation will be used in the establishment of
S denotes the set of minimal siphons which does not contain the support of any p-semiflow (i.e., siphons that can be emptied). For the S 3 P R in Fig. 3(c Given S E S (S = S p U SR, SR = S n P~, s p = S \ SX) Cs denotes the following set of state places:
\ S, while Ch = CS fl P;. For a given siphon S , Cs is the set of holders, corresponding to resources in S, which do not belong to S. For the net in Fig. 3(c) we
Notice that for a given siphon S E S, a token in a place belonging to C.7 models a WP state that uses one of the resources involved in the siphon. Then, each time a token reaches C,, the marking of siphon S has decreased in one token. Informally speaking, we will say that the token modeling the part has "stolen" some token from the siphon. Jt is easy to see that V S E S , CS U S = SR U (U,.t,y,, H ( r ) ) , and then, Cs U S is the support of a p-semiflow. Cs will be called the complementary set of S S+ : T + P(S) (Given a set A , P(,4) denotes the powerset of -4) is the mapping defined as follows: let us assume that t E 7;; then S+(t) = {S E S I t <a, C,;}.
If S E S + ( f ) then the set Cs is "reachable" from t ;
i.e., there exists in a path leading to an state place which is not in S and which uses some resource of S. For the net in Fig. 3(c S-: T + P ( S ) is the mapping defined as follows: 
is the controlled system of ( N . m 0 ) if, and only if, P.4 = { vs I S E S } is a set of places so that there exists
a bijective mapping from S into it.
S~S -( t ) .
E I,\.
* t n r, E P;.t g g , C;} m o , is defined as follows:
In the following, we denote by M = R(N:7riO) and Mil = R(NA, m 0 ) the set of reachable markings of the net and its controlled one, respectively. The intuitive meaning of the control policy is the following. Each token leaving the idle state (i.e., each process whose execution starts) takes a token from the added places related to "dangerous" siphons from which this process can "steal" some token during its execution. This is implemented by arcs in F.:. Tokens leaving the complementary set of a siphon S (i.e., tokens that can reach the idle state place without "visiting" places in C s )
have to release the token corresponding to the added place related to S (this token was taken when the process started). These cases are considered by the set of arcs b::. Arcs in FA:
represent the situations of processes that when started could "steal" some tokens of a siphon but that finally, because of the routing followed, cannot.
Then, the goal of an added place V s is to avoid that the number of processes that can stay in its CS places be greater or equal than the initial marking of S, without generating new deadlock situations. The resulting model of the S'PPR in Fig.  3(c) is shown in Fig. 6 .
In this case, the considered elements are the following:
r . 4 = {~S l~V S 2 . V S .~l . '7., . f 1') 1. (1) is verified by vif;-'. Let us also assume that t,, E T, and p = 't,, n P,. (I = t,,' n I',. Let S E S. We have to consider three different cases:
S+(t,,))
==+ p E C;; since t,, #T C;, then q #y, CJ, (=+ (I C;) ; therefore tttf\(I'<) = and t # g , ("4, 
If y E P i , then i l E P i since, on the contrary, t,, E ' V S . If p P i , then (I P i since, on the contrary, t,, E L(5'. In both cases, ,tti:l(P-<) = m;;-1(P;).
We can see that in all cases (1) is true. The following obvious lemma states that every firing sequence of the controlled net is also a firing sequence of the initial one.
r n 0 t ) be the controlled system of the marked S 3 P R ( N . mo), and let 0 be a firing sequence of (JV.~, mu l ) . Then, CT is also a firing sequence of ( N , 7~0 ) .
The following lemma shows that no siphon of the initial net can become empty:
Lemma VI. 
Considering (1) Proofi Let us assume that t E T,. The proof is made by induction over the number of tokens in the system that are not in their idle state. Let K"' ' be such a number. If K"'.I = 0 , then rtI,.A = rrro ,, and taking into account that rt/,,, , (Vs) 2 1. 'd S E S and lemma 2, the thesis is proved (the proof of this lemma for a controlled system is the same than for the initial one). Let us assume now that K"' > 0; since no siphon in the initial net is empty for 712. 4 Proof Considering lemma 7, for every reachable marking no transition is dead, and, therefore, we can conclude that the net is live.
Lemma VI.2: Let
VII. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
As an example of the generation of a live model from an initial one in which we have a non live S 3 P R , let us consider the production cell shown in Fig. 7 . This cell is composed of three robots ( R l . R2 and R3; each one can hold a product at a time) and four machines (Ml. h12.hl3 and M 4 ; each one can process two products at a time). There are three loading buffers (named 11,12,13) and three unloading buffers (named 01,02,03) for loading and unloading the cell. The action area for robot RI is I1,03,M 1 ,M3; for robot R2 is I2,02,M 1 ,M2,M3,M4; and for robot R3 is M2,M4,13,0 I . Every raw product arriving to the cell belongs to one of the three following types: P1 ,P2,P3. The product type characterizes the process to be made in the cell as follows:
A raw product of type PI is taken from I1 and, once it has been manufactured, is moved to 01. The sequence of operations for this type is Ml: 1212 (i.e., treatment in M1 and then in M2) or M 3 : hl1 (treatment in M3 followed by the treatment in M4). A raw product of type P2 is taken from 12, manufactured in M2 and routed to 0 2 .
M1 M3
M2 M4 + + Fig. 7 . An example of production cell A raw product of type P3 is taken from 13, manufactured in M4 followed by its treatment in M3, and, finally, placed in 0 3 .
In Fig. 8 the S:3PR resulting from the three working processes obtained for the products in Fig. 7 is shown.
The meaning of the states in Fig. 8 Places PiRj' model that the robot Rj is holding a product of type Pi that has already been held by this robot; for instance, a part of type P2 is held by robot R2 twice: once to be moved from I2 to M2, and once asain to be moved from M2 to 0 2 ; since this states are different, we name the second one with a "prime". What about the net initial marking'? Let us assume that, in the initial state, no product is in the cell and, therefore, the initial marking of every resource is equal to its capacity (one for each robot and two for each machine). And the idle state places (PIO,P2O,P30)? In order to have the maximum number of products being concurrently manufactured in the cell, the initial marking of each idle place is the total capacity of the net modeling each working process:
(1'10) = 11. 'rt),o( P20) = 3. nro( P30) = 7 (the maximal capacity of every state place is given by the initial marking of the resource used in this state).
The computation of siphons that are the support of no psemiflow in the S"PH in Fig. 8 give us the results shown in Table I .
The new places and arcs added by the control policy are shown in Table 11 . We can conclude that the final model, once the control policy has been added, is live. rently executed in FMS environments. We have identified a class of systems whose dynamic behavior can be described by means of an S'PR model, which is a subclass of Petri nets. Constraints imposed on these systems are not too restrictive and give a significant practical interest to our approach.
We have proved a necessary and sufficient condition for liveness of S3 P R models. This characterization has been made in terms of siphons, which are structural Petri net elements. The computation of siphons is a solved problem in Petri net theory [ 11, [I I] , [4] and it is implemented in the main tools for analysis of Petri nets [8]. However, an "ad hoc" implementation for the computation of siphons in S3 P R nets computed the siphons of the net in Section VI1 in less than 20 seconds.
In the approach followed for the study of deadlock problems, we try to make an extensive use of the structural elements with which the formal model provides us. The control policy establishment complexity is strongly conditioned by the complexity of computing the set of minimal siphons. Efficient algorithms to compute these elements can be found in [ 1 I], [4] . These algorithms have an exponential worst-case complexity because the number of minimal siphons can be exponential. However, in the practical cases on which we have worked, the number of elements is not exponential (w.r.t. the number of places in the net). In any case, the computational effort in order to obtain the set of minimal siphons is not critical because this computation is carried out once and off-line. Once the control policy has been established, the response time of the controlled system is shorter than the response time of deadlock avoidance algorithms since these have to make some computations on-line (in real time) each time the system ought to change its state. A second advantage of the proposed method with respect to other known avoidance algorithms is that the liveness characterization allows us to distinguish those systems which, because of their structure, have a live behavior (there is no siphon that can be emptied). We do not add any control policy to these systems and so, the system response time is not increased. As a conclusion, we can say that the proposed deadlock prevention control policy is very interesting when we are dealing with systems for which a deadlock situation is not acceptable at all and for which the on-line system response time is critical. 
